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Casting news for The Silence of the Lambs sequel Clarice

Four actors will be joining the cast of Clarice, which includes House of Cards actress Jayne Atkinson. The series is based on The Silence of the Lambs.

Marnee Carpenter (Good Girls), Jayne Atkinson (House of Cards (2013)), Shawn Doyle (Frontier (2016)) and Tim Guinee (Homeland) will be portraying a character in Clarice, which is based on the horror movie The Silence of the Lambs. Carpenter will portray the young Catherine Martin, Atkinson will portray her mother. Guinee will portray the leader of a civic guard. Doyle will be featured alongside Ruth Martin in the role of Clarice Starling's (Rebecca Breeds, Pretty Little Liars) therapists. 
 
 The series revolves around Agent Clarice. It was previously revealed that Rebecca Breeds would portray her. This series will tell the personal story of Clarice, a year after the events that featured murderer Hannibal Lecter. Earlier this year, the series was announced by CBS. Since 2012, there have been plans for this series. It is not yet known when the series will premiere. 
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Latest news

Sequel to Kastanjemanden (The Chestnut Man) and more Nordic TV news from Netflix

A new day, a new Netflix content slate in Europe.

Today, 09:02


Star Wars series The Acolyte gets Disney+ premiere date

Disney+ has revealed a spring premiere date for The Acolyte, Lucasfilm's new Star Wars series.

Yesterday, 17:46


Prime Video unveils trailer and first-look photos for new family drama series The Baxters

The Baxters arrives on Prime Video later this month and the streaming service has now released a trailer, poster and first-look photos.

Yesterday, 15:02


Paramount+ orders new crime series The Crow Girl

Paramount+ may have canceled a number of international series last month, but British production appears to be continuing as usual.

Yesterday, 13:02


Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue gets the green light from MGM+

MGM+ has greenlit Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue. Eric McCormack is the first actor cast in the mystery thriller.

Yesterday, 11:02


Comedy inspired by classic sitcom Bewitched in development at NBC

NBC is developing Something Wicked, a comedy starring June Diane Raphael.

Yesterday, 09:02
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